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**Handwriting Without Tears®**

**Magic c up like a up higher slide down slide bump travel away**

Now change c into d.

Start on the dot. Copy d.

Start on the dot. Copy d.

Think of C as a Magic c up like a up higher

Slide down side bump travel away

Now change c into d.

Copy c:

| c | c | c | c | c |

Copy words:

- add
- add
- add
- add
- add
- add
- add
- add

Teacher's Tip:

Help children write the correct size, placement, and connections for each letter.
Play The Freeze Game.

up + pup

pay + jay

fight + tight

judge + fudge

heal + healthy

type + typical

acid + acidity

ditch + glitch
Tow Truck Connections

Crank us up to tow us.

We look like this cranked up.

Copy below the models.

\[
\text{t} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{pot} \quad \text{hot} \quad \text{not}
\]

\[
\text{h} \quad \text{h} \quad \text{who} \quad \text{what} \quad \text{why}
\]

\[
\text{k} \quad \text{k} \quad \text{joke} \quad \text{look} \quad \text{took}
\]
Trace the steps. They start the same.

1. P
   - Ready down
   - Up around

2. P B
   - Ready down
   - Up around
   - Around again

3. P R
   - Ready down
   - Up around
   - Slide down

4. N
   - Ready down
   - Up over down

5. N M
   - Ready down
   - Up over down
   - One more

Copy the capitals and sentences.

P P Pre is a prefix.

B B Bob backpacked in Brazil.

R R Raisa reads Russian.

N N Nov. is for November.

M M Mr. Moe met Meagan.

H H Hey-hay are homonyms.